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Technical information

Technical data are valid for basic machine without options. Size according to layout.

Our know-how - your advantage

With the corner cleaning machine SV 290 we developed a compact, modern and neatly arranged corner cleaning 

machine with scannable gasket drill units. Flexibility and a constantly high processing quality is therefore 

guaranteed for your production

The SV 290 is equipped as standard with a milling shaft with a 

capacity for 3 milling cutter sets, 2x cutting knives, 2x gasket 

drill units and a large profile support.

All units can get adjusted easily. In addition to that, an automatic 

profile infeed with combined inner corner scanning for the 

drilling cutters ensure a constantly high processing quality.

Owing to the three milling cutter sets, no tool exchange is 

necessary and the adjustment via set screws allows for a 

very short set-up time. So you can produce with the SV 290  

in a very efficient and time-saving way. The integrated SPS-

controller and the clearly arranged operating panel allow for 

an easy handling of the machine.

Start automatic with soft start function, electronically 

controlled motor brake and automatic disconnection in case 

of drop in compressed air supply ensure best possible safety 

and excellent longevity.

480 kgs

230/400 V
L1-L2-L3-N-PE
3,5 kW / 8 A

7 bar

35 litres

b max. = 140 mm
b min.  =    30 mm
h max. = 150 mm
h min.  =    30 mm

2800 1/min

B max. = ∞
B min. = 210 mm

B
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Easy handling

The straightforward operation of the 

machine as well as the easy adaptation 

to other profile types are the guarantee 

for versatility.

Enormous time saving

Due to the sophisticated milling shaft 

support for 3 milling cutter sets, no time- 

consuming tool exchange is necessary. This 

helps to save precious production time.

Efficient production

With the drilling cutter units on top and 

bottom, manual cleaning of the gasket 

groove is no longer necessary. This 

saves valuable production time.


